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New Baby Girl
New baby Delivery Piece

Designed By Chris Horne

Product Required:
1 x Anagram Baby Girl Scallop Standard Balloon (3364301)
1 x Anagram Welcome Baby MiniShape Balloon (3560802)
8 x 5” Fashion Pink Sempertex Balloons (20001969)
1 x 160 Fashion Pink Sempertex Balloon (20002717)
1 x 160 Fashion White Sempertex Balloon (20002714)
1 x 360 Fashion Pink Sempertex Balloon (20001306)
1 x Pink Tulle Fluffy Decoration (110812-109)
Light Pink Tulle (340053-109)
1 x Pink Favour Bucket (268902-109)
Small piece of �oral foam for dry �owers, 1 x 60cm dowel rod,
glue gun, narrow double sided tape.

Construction Method:
1. Insert the dowel into the unin�ated 360S balloon, stretch the balloon fully over the dowel and
 tie off. Glue the �oral foam into the bottom of the bucket and insert the covered dowel.
2. Make 2 clusters of 4 balloons with the 5” Pink latex, one to 3.5” and one to 3”. 
 Wrap them together to form a collar and wrap this onto the top of the dowel.
3. In�ate the standard foil balloon with air. Run a strip of double-sided tape all around the seam,
 then tie it into the collar of 5” latex balloons.
4. In�ate the pink 160S balloon to about 18” (45cm) and twist a string of small, evenly sized
 bubbles. Twist the knot end into the latex collar, then lay the string of bubbles along the seam
 of the foil balloon (onto the double-sided tape) all around the balloon. Twist the other end into
 the collar, de�ating any unnecessary bubbles.
5. Repeat step 4 with the white 160S balloon, wrapping the bubbles around the dowel from the
 collar to the foam. Tie off at the bottom and de�ate any unnecessary bubbles.
6. Fluff out the Tulle Fluffy, and push into the bucket, gluing in place, to conceal the mechanics.
 Add a bow of tulle to the collar.
7. In�ate the MiniShape balloon with air, heat seal, and add to the bucket, gluing in place.

Extra weight can be added to the bucket if desired, before adding the �uffy decoration.
Note that this design can be easily adapted for baby boys by changing the colours
and the design of the foil balloon!

Estimated Labour time: 15 minutes


